16 COVER STORY: SUPER TURF
When there are only 25 days to go from dirt to turf, how do you make a field good enough for millions of TV viewers? George Toma and his crew accomplished it at Super Bowl XXII.

24 THE RIGHT TOOL
Because the landscape manager must mow different types of grass in different landscape situations, selection of the most efficient mower is paramount. Most of the green industry relies on those old dependables, reels and rotaries. But there are others.

34 POST-EMERGENCE WEED CONTROL
For successful post-emergence weed control, the landscape manager must first identify the target weed, then choose the proper material, then apply at the right time.
34 For cool-season grasses
38 For warm-season grasses

50 A GOOD LINE
It might not get you a date, but a line trimmer will ease back pain by eliminating the need for stressful kneeling and bending to cut weeds or trim grass.

60 WARM-SEASON INSECT CONTROL
New in insect control: the spittlebug, high-pressure injection systems and biotechnology. This guide offers old stand-by cures and new advances in insect control.

70 THE TIME MACHINE
That's what the busy executive is asked to be on a daily basis. If your 'time machine' is sputtering along, here are some tips designed to get it hitting on all eight cylinders again.

74 MANAGE YOUR TURF
Although the turf is what you see, you might have to get to the root of your problems through the soil.